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If you're seeking a fast, effective solution for viewing and editing all sorts of DBF files, DBF Viewer 2000® is the answer. This feature-rich program can handle files from dBase, Visual dBase, Foxpro, Visual FoxPro and Clipper, to name just a few, with a performance that easily rivals costly professional database utilities.

Its optimised proprietary engine means that no matter what your file size, DBF Viewer 2000 is incredibly fast, performing any task you set it - from a simple query and duplicate clean-up to data export - at lightning speed.

With DBF Editor's simple, dynamically generated visual dialogues, you can easily see the structure of your DBF files and edit them exactly as you would with native database management tools. In addition to being able to view the contents and structure of DBF files, you can also view and edit dBase III, dBase IV, dBase Level 7, FoxPro and Visual FoxPro format memo fields.

Command line automation is fully supported, making it simple to repeat activities including data import, replacement and export and clean-up of duplicate records. Because DBF Viewer 2000 is completely independent of database engines, drivers and database management systems, you can simply install the program and start viewing and editing DBF files immediately.
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DBF Viewer 2000® Key Features


Easy-to-use DBF management solution with a user-friendly interface

DBF Viewer 2000® is very easy to use, with an extremely intuitive interface and a simple initial learning curve, saving you time and effort.


DBF Viewer 2000® simplifies modification of DBF file structure

Optimising DBF file structure is very straightforward with DBF Viewer 2000, enabling you to easily add, edit, reorder, delete and rename fields.


DBF Viewer 2000® allows data import from many formats

You can import data via the GUI or command line interface, and from a variety of formats, including CSV, TXT, TSV, Excel as well as DBF.


DBF Viewer 2000® supports advanced data export

Advanced DBF export to formats including CSV, HTML, SDF, SQL, TXT, XLS, TSV, XLSX, XML, JSON and to MS SQL, MySQL, Oracle and PostgreSQL scripts from GUI or command line.


DBF Viewer 2000® helps remove duplicates

Keep your database clean of any duplicate records to avoid errors and confusion in reports. Duplicate removal is as easy as 1-2-3.


Works Anywhere

DBF Viewer 2000 runs on all versions of Windows from 2000 through XP, Citrix, Windows 11, 10, 8, 7 and Server Editions (32/64-bit)


Full Command Line support

All the most important commands are available in the command line, even with the personal license.



Customer Reviews 2024



"I want to take a few moments to express my satisfaction with the range of products offered by the HiBase Group. DBF Viewer 2000 among their products gave me a simple way to view and work with DBF files. I am very satisfied to have acquired the tools offered by the HiBase Group. Let's be grateful for the work accomplished by acquiring the product licenses!"


Robert Poissant, Boisbriand, Quebec, Canada




"I been in the computer business since the 60s and in that time I have tried to communicate with companies that promised full support but most often than not they failed to deliver. So I thank you that you are not one of them and that you helped with my problem with solution that actually worked."


Paul Nichta, United States




"I purchased DBF Viewer 2000 to help diagnose issues in dbf databases. It does exactly what I need and the response from Support has been great."


Ian Murrell, South Australia




"Since I have started using DBF Viewer a few months ago, the processing of DBF files has become a very simple and fast task. Especially the possibility of merging multiple databases together has been a great help. Also, I would like to appreciate the quick response from the Support team when it was needed."


Miroslav Dvořák, Czechia




"I have been using Viewer for four years, I find it easy to use, with an intuitive interface that makes it straight forward to use. I have just had to contact HiBase for customer support on a installation issue and they were amazing, really helpful and super fast. I would highly recommend the software, and HiBase Group as a company to deal with. Well done guys."


Andrew Smith, Hampshire, England




"Met ALL expectations. I recommend it."


Paul A. Ritch, United States




Start working with software right away, free of charge

DOWNLOAD AND GET STARTED!

Free for 30 days. All features.
 No credit card required.

Registered users will receive all future versions and upgrades free, as well as virtually unlimited technical support.

An activation code will be emailed to you immediately after registration.
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User testimonials

Special offer: DBF Tools

Press center


See also:
DBF Repair Tool

Batch DBF file conversion
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